of the flower as face imposes a physiognomic uniformity; although individuated by means of gesture and dress, ultimately the sultans' specific identities are secured by accompanying inscriptions. 5 We lack an explicit rationale for the altered iconography of the later copy, but it seems likely to reflect squeamishness about the depiction of animate beings. In other manuscripts, those who objected to such images occasionally erased painted heads and limbs. Although rare, there are also examples of early modern Islamic manuscripts in which flowers have been carefully painted over the faces of animate beings to obscure them. In addition, the substitution of flowers for the human figures found on German clocks imported to Ottoman lands is noted by Salomon Schweigger, chaplain of the Hapsburg embassy to the Sublime Porte between 1578 and 1581. 6 Unlike such "corrections" to figural artifacts, however, in the 1747 Tercüme-i Cifru´l-Câmi figural images were either omitted or floralized from the start, rendering occlusion, omission, and substitution integral to the very process of production.
The unusual iconography appears to conflate and extend practices promoted in hadith and fiqh. Both commend plants and trees (rather than images of animate beings) as appropriate artistic subjects, or recommend removing the heads of existing anthropomorphic and zoomorphic images, so that they become like plants or trees in their incapacity for a life measured by the potential for breath/spirit (rūh . ). 7 The simile inspired occasional attempts by the pious to floralize or vegetalize the depicted human figure, adumbrating a relationship between prescription, proscription, and artistic practice far removed from notions of destroying the image.
In addition to floralization, strategies of fragmentation and incompletion played a consistent role in rendering figural imagery acceptable to those who found it objectionable. Many jurists accepted not only images of animate beings if "corrected" by removing the head but also their depiction de novo if rendered incomplete, or in a manner insufficient to sustain life in a living creature: typically, without completing the head. This prescription is closely allied to questions of ontology, questions that have little to do with mimesis or verisimilitude in the imitation of God's creation, the standard explanation for qualms about imaging in theological Islam. 8 The principle of fragmentation or incompletion highlights normative endeavors to establish the parameters of a licit figural art, and was affirmed by jurists of the Hanafi madhhab, the dominant law school in the Ottoman sultanate. It appears, for example, in a highly influential supercommentary, the Radd al-Muhtar of the Syrian Hanafi faqīh Muhammad Amin ibn Abidin (1783-1836 C.E.), which is still invoked in Hanafi fatāwā relating to the permissibility of images. 9 If, however, the jurists' promotion of incompletion and vegetalization as compromise strategies provides a general context for understanding the remarkable iconography of the Tercüme-i Cifru´l-Câmi , it tells us little about the specific historical circumstances of the manuscript's production and the choices that informed this particular experiment with re-facement by floralization. To transhistorical factors such as the precepts of the Hanafi madhhab, or regional practices such as the floralization of figural artifacts, one might even add aesthetic considerations, among them long-established poetic tropes describing the human body as flower-like, tropes that appear in contemporary Ottoman poetry. Equally relevant is the personality and piety of the patron, the future sultan Mustafa III, described in the colophon of the manuscript as a scholar of ilm and adab, and the most righteous (rashīd) of the House of Osman; that this quality may have manifested itself in a reticence about figural art is suggested by aspects of Mustafa's later patronage. 10 However opaque the historical factors that led to their dramatic distinction from the 16th-century model, the images of the 1747 Tercüme-i Cifru´l-Câmi seem to constitute a bold experiment with reconciling traditions of figural art and religious piety often seen as incommensurate. Although statistically marginal within the corpus of Islamic art, and thus easily dismissed as curiosities, these kinds of imaginative visual experiments remind us that the choices available to those concerned by figuration encompassed more than abstention, defacement, or simple negation. In doing so, they help nuance our understanding of the relationship between piety, prescription, and artistic practice, moving us beyond the binaries of proscription and permission that structure so much existing scholarship.
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